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acquisition module on static and tomographic images and
Energy-weighted

acquisition is a technique for reducing Comp

ton scatter effects in nuclear medicine images. The effect of
energy-weighted acquisition on SPECT @â€œTc
images was eval
uated by competing the energy-weighted acquisition images
with those obtained using a 20% photopeak energy window.

Methods SPECT images were compared using rec@veroper
ator characteristic (ROC)experiments testing the observer's
ability to perform a pseudoclinical task. The tasks were detect

ing cold lesions withina uniformbackground and cold lesions

showed that weighted acquisition improves image contrast,

which is highest with radionuclides that have multiple pho
topeaks such as 67Ga and 20â€•fl.Floyd et al. (4) investigated
the effects of energy-weighted acquisition on 201Tl myocar
dial SPECIF images and concluded that energy-weighted
acquisition yields 201'fl images that are often more visually
pleasing and have greater contrast than discrete energy

windowing. Most clinical SPECT imaging is performed
using 99mTcbased pharmaceuticals and SPEC!'
using agents such as hexamethylpropylineamine

imaging
oxime

within images created with a tomographic brain phantom.
Results: ROC analysis for each phantom produced different
results. No significant difference was found between the two
acquisitiontechniquesin detectingcold lesionson uniform
backgrounds. Energy-weighted acquisition improved cold Ia
sion detection significantly within the brain phantom in compar
ison with 20% photopeak acquisition. Conclusion: Lesion de
tection in @Tc
SPECTimages can be improved using energy
weighted acquisition. This improvement, however, is dependent
on the nature of the object being imaged. Imageswith structure
show improved detection, whereas uniform images do not.

weighted acquisition on clinical static 9@Tc bone images
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This technique is far from ideal because it only assesses the

puted tomography;

relative sensitivities of the two acquisition procedures and

receiver operating

characteristics

analysis;

(HMPAO) have a wide range of clinical applications (5).
For this reason, we decided to conduct this investigation
using

@Tc.Rao et al. (6) studied the effect of energy

and found no significant difference between 20% symmet
neal photopeak imaging and energy-weighted acquisition
using weighted-acquisition module. The experimental ap
proach used in this work, however, was to simply count the

number of lesions seen in the bone images of 97 patients.

cold lesions

pays no attention to their specificities.
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According to Halama et al. (3), energy-weighted acqui
sition can generate â€œimages
of greater diagnostic quality
than can be achieved with conventional energy windowing
methods.â€• The concept of diagnostic quality, however, has

he conventional method of rejecting scattered photons
detected by a gamma camera is to use a discrete energy

window centered on the photopeak of primary unscattered
radiation.

Scatter rejection

is, however, incomplete

with

this approach due to the imperfect energy resolution of
scintillation detectors. Energy-weighted acquisition uses in

not been clearly defined. Sharp (7) suggested that quality is
a task-dependent phenomenon. Therefore, we decided to
compare energy-weighted

acquisition

and discrete energy

windowas a pseudoclinicaltask using two ROC (receiver
operator characteristics) experiments to test the observer's

formation from all detected scintillation events to reduce
scatter effects. This approach has been implemented in the

ability to detect a cold lesion positioned within a reconstructed
tomographic image. Each ROC experiment was performed
using a different tomographic phantom.

weighted-acquisition module manufactured by Siemens,
Des Plaines, IL. The theory behind energy-weighted acqui

METhODS

sition and weighted-acquisition module has been discussed
previously by Hamill and DeVito (1 ) and DeVito et al. (2).

De Vito et al. and Halama et al. (2,3) investigated the
effects of energy-weighted

acquisition

using a weighted

Phantoms
The ROC experiments were carried out using two different
tomographic phantoms: one with a structureless background while
the other was a brain phantom. The first consisted of a hollow

cylinder (220-mm diameter, 180-mm length) which had a remov

able Perspexrod positionedparallelto its long axis.The rod had
ReCeiVedJul. 6, 1994;revisionaccepted Nov.7, 1994.

a diameter of 16 mm and produced a cold lesion in the recon
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window and with and without the rod being present in the phan
tom. Eight central slices containing images of the plasticine ball

were reconstructedfrom each Hoffmanphantomprojectiondata
set. A total of 32 sets of 8 images were reconstructed.

ROC Experiments
The images produced using the cylindrical phantom were ran
domly mixed and presented to four observers. The images were
randomly rotated by 0Â°,90Â°,180Â°
or 270Â°to further vary lesion
position within the image. The observers were asked to state how
confident they were that a cold lesion was present within the image

on a scale of 1 to 6 (6 representingthe most confidentresponse
and 1 representing the least confident response). The images were

FIGUREI. TheHoffmanbrainphantomwiththe plaslicineball. presented individually to the observers on a TV screen using the

(Right)Phantomsslices(75%)viewedfrombelow.(Left)Remaining
Siemens rainbow color scale. The observers were told that there
phantomsslices(25%)viewedfromabove.

was a maximum of one lesion present in each image but were not
told the proportion of images without a cold lesion. The observers

diameter

(Fig. 1), was placed inside the phantom

to create the cold

lesion in the reconstructed image.

viewed all the images at one sitting.

A similar ROC experimentwas performedwith the Hoffman

phantom images. This time, however, a set of eight images pro
Data Acquisition
duced from each projection dataset were both presented on the
The phantoms were filled with approximately 400 MBq @mTc screen. The observers viewed these image sets randomly and were
and imaged on a Siemens Orbiter 7500 ZLC rotating gamma asked to state how confident (again on a scale of 1 to 6) they were
camera fitted with a general-purpose collimator. The phantoms that a cold lesion was present somewhere within the eight images.
were imaged using a 360Â°orbit to acquire 64 equally spaced

As before, the observerswere told there was a maximumof one

projections collected into 64 X 64 word image arrays. The number
of counts in the first projection image was 70 kcts, giving a count

lesion present in each image but not the proportion of images
without a cold lesion. All the images were viewed at one sitting.
Images similar to those used to conduct this experiment can be
seen in Figure 2.

density similar to that found in clinical brain studies. All other
projection frames were acquired for the same period of time as the

first frame. The cylindrical phantom was imaged eight times: four
times with the rod present

and four times without

the rod. The

position of the rod within the phantom was varied each time the

phantomwas imagedin order to changethe positionof the cold
lesion

within

the reconstructed

image.

This procedure

was re

peated twice: first with the weighted-acquisition module and then
with discrete energy window acquisition. The Hoffman phantom
was imaged a total of 32 times: 16 times with the plasticine ball

present and 16 times without. When the phantom was imaged with
the ball present, the ball's position was changed. This acquisition
procedure was carried out twice: first using weighted-acquisition
module and then using discrete energy window acquisition. The
discrete

energy window used a 20% window positioned

S

symmetri

cally about the photopeak.

I

Image Reconstruction and Correction
Images were reconstructed on a Siemens Maxdelta data pro
cessing system using a filtered backprojection method. A general
ized Hamming filter with a Nyquist frequency cutoff (0.83 cm')
and an alpha value of 0.5 was used. The data were corrected for
center of rotation variations but were not flood-corrected because
the flood correction procedure appeared to make the data worse.

This occurrence has previously been noted by Elliot (9) who
suggested that uniformity correction was not useful if the coeffi
cient of variation

of the flood image was less than 2â€”3%.

A first-order Chang correction technique (10) was used to
correct the images for attenuation caused by the phantom. The
linear attenuation

coefficient

was 0.15 cm'.

A technique

devised

by Staff and Gemmell (11) was used to correct the considerable
attenuation caused by the couch supporting the phantom.
Cylindrical phantom projection data were used to reconstruct
and correct the 16 central slices from each projection dataset for a

total of 256 images. This dataset had equal numbers of images
produced with energy-weighted acquisition and discrete energy
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I
FIGURE2. (a)Reconstructedimagesofthe Hoffmanbrainphan
torn with the defect present created using energy-weighted acqui
sition.Lesionlocationis indicatedby the arrow.(b)Reconstructed
images of the Hoffman brain phantom with no defect present cre
ated using energy-weighted acquisition.
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TABLE 2

RESULTS

When a set of images is assessed by more than one

Chi Square Comparison between Each Observer Using
Images Created withthe HoffmanPhantom

observer under identical conditions, two approaches can be
used to estimate

a single ROC curve that describes

the

performance of all the observers. The individual datasets
can be summed together, or pooled, to produce a single
dataset which can have a ROC curve fitted, or each observ
er's data can have a curve fitted, the resultant ROC param
eter estimated and then averaged over all observers to give

an average ROC curve. Swets and Pickett (12) advocate the
first method when observers have similar skills and suggest
that the second technique may be preferable when a het
erogeneous observer population is used.
Due to the relatively small number of images, pooling the
individual responses to create an average observer dataset

would be preferable. Since we did not know if the observer
skills were similar, a correlated chi square comparison was

done as described by Metz et al. (13).
Chi square comparisons between each observer are de
tailed in Tables 1 and 2. Chi square calculation was per
formed using the computer program CORROC (14). The
chi square value above which a null hypothesis no longer

holds is 5.6 for 2 degrees of freedom and a probability of
95%. The results show that there is no significant difference
between the observers for data produced using each acqui
sition technique and that pooling the data to produce an

average observer is valid. Figures 3 and 4 show the ROC
curves for each acquisition technique for an average ob
server. The ROC curves were fitted to the measured points
using a computer program known as ROCFIT (15). This

program, based on an approach described by Dorfman et
al. (15), creates a maximum likelihood estimate curve fit to
the data points.

The area under a curve is a common figure of merit when
assessing ROC curves (14). The area under the ROC
curves for the average observer for each phantom are

Observer

2

3

4

no.

EWA

DEW

EWA

DEW

EWA

DEW

1
2
3

0.95
â€”

2.17

0.66
0.25

2.66
0.07

0.30
0.17

0.97
0.53

0.12

2.24

â€”

EWA = energy-weighted

acquisftkxi

and DEW = discrete

energy

window.

phantom show significantly improved observer perfor
mance when energy-weighted acquisition is used.
DISCUSSION

The primary objective of this study was to compare en
ergy-weighted acquisition and discrete energy window in
detecting cold lesions. Floyd et al. (4) reported improve
ments in tomographic contrast and diagnostic performance
when energy-weighted acquisition is used with multiple
photopeak radionuclides such as 201'fl. DeVito et al. (2)
compared energy-weighted acquisition with discrete energy
window using @Â°@Tc
in SPECT and found that energy
weighted acquisition improves contrast. Our results suggest
that improved contrast does not necessarily imply an im
provement in observer performance. The two ROC exper
iments in this work have conflicting results. There is no

difference between energy-weighted acquisition and dis
crete energy window in detecting cold lesions on a uniform
background produced with the cylindrical phantom, but
energy-weighted acquisition significantly improves the abil
ity of observers to detect a cold lesion within the recon

shown in Table 3 as well as correlated chi square compar
isons between each acquisition technique

I

for each phan

tom. For the cylindrical phantom, the area under the ROC
curve is larger for the discrete energy window than for
energy-weighted acquisition, but this difference is not sta
tistically

significant.

The results

for the Hoffman

brain

+

True
positive

o.s

fraction
TABLE I

Chi Square Comparison between Each Observer Using
Images Created with a Cylindrical Phantom
Observer

no.
1
2

3

2

0

4

3
________

________

________

0.94
â€”

0.69

2.21

2.67

2.71

2.18

3.81

4.20

1.13

0.18

2.54

â€”
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0.6

I

False positive fraction

0.48

EWA= energy-walghtedacquisitionand DEW = discrete energy

window.

0

EWA DEW EWA DEW EWA DEW

FIGURE3. Energy-weightedacquisitionand discrete energy
window comparison of average observer ROC curves for the cold
lesion on a hot uniform background detection task Fitted energy
walghted acquisftkxi (â€”);fitted discrete energy window (----);
measured energy-weighted acquisition (+); measured discrete en

ergywindow(x).
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drical phantom, than when the image has underlying struc
ture, such as that produced by the Hoffman phantom. The
ease with which the texture is seen may be responsible for
the drop in performance in cold lesion detection within the
cylindrical phantom. The task produced by the Hoffman
phantom is closer to the clinical task in which underlying
anatomical structure is present. Further study is required
with actual clinical SPECT data to discover if this apparent
change in observer performance translates into a real diag
nostic improvement.

True

positive o.e
fraction

0
0
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